FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dream Report – An Official Solution for OSIsoft PI System
February 24, 2020 – Ocean Data Systems (ODS), the market leader in industrial reports and dashboards,
announced that ODS with Dream Report has joined the OSIsoft Partner Ecosphere as an Application Partner.
Dream Report is now a solution available to OSIsoft’s customers and system integrators for automated and
interactive industrial, reports and dashboards. Dream Report supports the PI System through a combination
of configurable purpose-built interfaces and business and industrial standard interfaces. See Dream Report
Ecosphere Listing
“We are honored to have been chosen by OSIsoft for inclusion,” explained Roy Kok, VP Sales and Marketing
for Ocean Data Systems. “Dream Report is already used with the PI System, by many of our customers. The
PI System is a very important product to us and is used by both end customers and other ODS strategic
partners. We will continue to support and enhance our PI System connectivity over time.”
“We did not have a general-purpose reporting partner in our Ecosphere,” said Eric Cardinal, Partner Program
Manager, Partners & Strategic Alliances at OSIsoft. “We see Dream Report delivering a broad market appeal
and we see this as a win for our customers.”
About Ocean Data Systems
Founded in 2004, Ocean Data Systems develops software solutions for industrial compliance and
performance; reports, dashboards, and ad-hoc analysis and troubleshooting. The product, Dream Report, is
the leading “purpose built” solution for the automation industry and the “Internet of Things (IOT).” Dream
Report delivers both local and Internet connectivity to all major HMI/SCADA, Historian and business data
sources through either proprietary or industry standard drivers. Dream Report’s markets include process,
hybrid and discrete; with special functionality for Life Sciences (Pharmaceutical and Biotech), Water,
Wastewater, Heat Treat, Building Automation, Energy Management and Manufacturing Operations.
www.DreamReport.net
About OSIsoft, LLC.
OSIsoft, a global leader in operational intelligence, delivers an open enterprise infrastructure to connect
sensor-based data, operations and people to enable real-time and actionable insights. As the maker of the PI
System, OSIsoft empowers companies across a range of industries in activities, such as exploration,
extraction, production, generation, process and discrete manufacturing, distribution and services, to leverage
streaming data to optimize and enrich their businesses. For 40 years, OSIsoft customers have embraced the
PI System to deliver process, quality, energy, regulatory compliance, safety, security and asset health
improvements across their operations. Founded in 1980, OSIsoft is a privately-held company, headquartered
in San Leandro, California, U.S.A, with offices around the world.
www.OSIsoft.com
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